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Commemorate the
50th Anniversary of Apollo 11
The year 2019 marks the 50th anniversary of Apollo 11. In collaboration with the
renowned U.S. Space & Rocket Center, Smithsonian Journeys invites you to travel to
Huntsville, Alabama for a VIP experience. Meet scientists, engineers, and astronauts,
and take part in classic Space Academy activities with fellow travelers who share
a passion for the past, present, and future of space exploration.

Highlights Include
Special Speakers and Mission Leaders: Enjoy private talks by former astronauts

Hoot Gibson and Mike Foreman, who as Mission Leaders will train your group and share
insights for your missions. Homer Hickam, famous former NASA engineer and author of
the best-selling memoir Rocket Boys, will also present a lecture*. Plus, participate in daily
discussions and attend panels with NASA scientists and engineers who have worked on the
most important projects in the history of the space program.

Behind-the-Scenes: Explore nearby Marshall Space Flight Center, the largest

NASA center and home of the U.S. government’s rocketry and spacecraft propulsion
research. Visit historic rocket launch testing sites and the Payload Operations and
Integration Center.

Space Academy Activities: Participate in classic Space Academy activities, including
group missions that address the challenges of surviving on Mars and simulate a lunar
shuttle launch. The adventurous have the option to try the astronaut training simulators,
featuring the spinning Multi-Axis Trainer and the Underwater Astronaut Trainer, which
creates a feeling of weightlessness that prepares astronauts for performing tasks in
reduced gravity.
*Note: Speaker subject to change

Simulation training

Mission Center Complex

Itinerary
Day 1 – Welcome to Space Academy

Arrive at Huntsville International Airport and transfer to the Huntsville Marriott at the Space &
Rocket Center.
Come together for a welcome reception and dinner at the U.S. Space & Rocket Center (USSRC)
in the Saturn V Hall, which holds an authentic Saturn V Apollo moon rocket. USSRC educators
will provide an overview of what you will experience over the coming days. (R,D)

Day 2 – Alpha Mission

Return to the Saturn V Hall this morning for a private guided tour led by an expert and former
NASA employee. The hall holds key artifacts from the history of space exploration, such as
the Apollo 16 capsule.
After lunch, take part in your first group mission. Your trainer will be a former NASA astronaut.
Afterward, the adventurous can experience Space Academy’s famous simulators. Take a spin on
the 1/6th Gravity Chair, 5 Degrees of Freedom Simulator, Manned Maneuvering Unit, and the
Multi-Axis Trainer—which simulates an uncontrolled spin in microgravity (260 lbs. maximum
weight limit). Head outside after dinner this evening for a stargazing session led by USSRC staff.
(B,L,D)

Day 3 – Marshall Space Flight Center

Huntsville is also home to Marshall Space Flight Center, the civilian rocketry and spacecraft
propulsion research center of the U.S. government (Note: the grounds of Marshall Space Flight
Center are only accessible to U.S. citizens). Explore the ECLSS (Environmental Control and Life
Support System) building, where the tools that allow astronauts to survive in space are developed.
Stop at a historic Redstone Test Site, which dates back to the founding years of the program.
Continue to the Laboratory Training Complex, which holds a re-creation of a portion of
the International Space Station (ISS). Finally, observe employees at work in the Payload
Operations Integration Center, which oversees the scientific experiments being performed on
board the ISS.
After lunch, head curator Ed Stewart will present a selection of items from the archive. These
include artifacts from the life of Wernher von Braun—the founding scientist of USSRC. Then,
separate into teams to build and launch your own model rockets. (B,L,D)
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Day 4 – Underwater Astronaut Trainer and Mission to Mars

This morning, suit up for the Underwater Astronaut Trainer—one of only three in the U.S.
If you prefer to stay on land, meet with a speaker from the Hudson Alpha Institute for Biotechnology.
Attend a panel discussion with several of USSRC’s famous “NASA Emeritus” volunteers. These
individuals are former NASA employees with backgrounds in engineering, computer science, and
other fields.
After lunch, it’s time for your next mission. Take part in a Mission to Mars that addresses the
challenges of surviving on another planet.
Come together this evening for a final farewell reception and dinner, and receive your own
personalized Space Academy flight suit. (B,L,R,D)

Day 5 – Depart for home

Depart independently for Huntsville International Airport. (B)
(B,L,R,D denotes included breakfasts, lunches, receptions, and dinners)
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Mission Leaders
Hoot Gibson

Selected by NASA in January 1978, Hoot Gibson became an
astronaut in August 1979. Gibson has flown five missions and
has completed a total of 36-1/2 days (876 hours) in space. He
served as pilot on STS-41B and was spacecraft commander on
STS-61C, STS-27, STS-47, and STS-71. Gibson participated
in the investigation of the Space Shuttle Challenger accident,
and also participated in the redesign and re-certification of the
solid rocket boosters. Gibson served as Chief of the Astronaut
Office and as Deputy Director, Flight Crew Operations.

Mike Foreman

Selected by NASA in June 1998, Mike Foreman reported for
training in August 1998. He was assigned technical duties
in the Astronaut Office Space Station Branch. Foreman was
then assigned to the Space Shuttle Branch. He also served as
Chief of External Programs at Glenn Research Center, Ohio.
Upon returning to the Astronaut Office, he was assigned to
the Exploration Branch. During his final three years at NASA,
he served as the Safety Branch Chief in the Astronaut Office.
A veteran of two space flights, Foreman flew on STS-123 and
STS- 129 and has logged more than 637 hours in space.

Accommodations
Huntsville Marriott at
the Space & Rocket Center
Huntsville, Alabama, United States

The Huntsville Marriott is ideally situated
right on the grounds of the U.S. Space &
Rocket Center. Guests can enjoy complimentary
Wi-Fi, an indoor and outdoor pool, fitness center,
and multiple dining options. The comfortable rooms
feature down-filled pillows and duvets, in-room tea
and coffee makers, and flat-panel LCD televisions.
Those looking to go farther afield can explore the
Bridge Street Towne Center, the 112-acre Huntsville
Botanical Garden, and Lowe Mill—an arts and
entertainment space that holds the studios of dozens
of local artists.

November 10-14, 2019 - Space Limited
November 17-21, 2019 - Newly announced!

Tour Price

Price per person, based on double occupancy: $3,995
Price per person, based on single occupancy: $4,370
(For full terms and conditions, visit SmithsonianJourneys.org)
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